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ABSTRACT
Manystudents view writing as limited-to utilitarian

ends:4writ1ng to please'a teacher-or.to.paSs a composition course:. '

.They often.perceive.little -inherent value in their writing. However,
'experience teaching hih school and-college students reweals that 4

.
manY.students recogniZe some inherent Nalue in.writing when it'is
used as a means -lof understanding themselves or iithet,s, as in'Ahe
,viriting of autobiography /(portrayal-of the -writer,inihe past),
memoir (portrayal of aperson.whom tfte writer kilew.inthe-past)., and
portrait (portrayal of a person whom the writerknows in the
,preseet).-This booklet 'show's hOw.such iriting.contributes to the -
understanding-of self and-to the development of writing skills, and

.
.

. it outlines classroom actiV.ifies for guiding stUdents'in foui areas:.
Obsetving'and*Tortraying behaviors characteristic.of Self; choosing
-specific topics that best portray--gelf; -researching topics through.'
free writing, pbserVing, interviewingand .teminiscing;.and writing

-.preliMinary.and final drafts.

I.
'Documents acquired by ERIC include many informal unpublished

* materials not available from other sources. ERIC makes everyeffort *
* to obtain ..the best coplkavailable. Nevertheless, items of matginal *

* reproducibility are often encquntered erd this affectsthe quality *

* of the microkicheand haidcopy reproductians'ERIC makes available
* via the ERIC Document Reprodubtion Service (EDRS). EDRS is not.
* responsible for the quality of till original,document. Reproductions *
*.supplied by EDRS are the best Aafan be made from.the original. *
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Foreword
1,

A

The Educational'Resources Information.Cepter (gRIc) is a national -,
information system developed by thp ps Office of Education and now
sponsored by the National Institute ,of Education (NIE), ttprovides
ready access to descriptions of exemplary programs, research _and
development e ffortsand related information useful in developing more .
effective educational ptogramS:.Tli7ough its netWork of spdiälized centers, or clearinghouses,, each
of whickis responsible for a pallicular educational area, ERIC ae-
quires, evaluates, abstracts, and indexes current significant' informa-
tion andlists

thatInformation in its reference
publications.The ERIC syStem Ilas already made

availablethrough "the ERIC
Document Reproduction, Servicemuch informative data, inch:Wing,
all federally funded research reports since 1956. Howeller, if the
findings -of specific educational research are _to be intelligible to
teachers and'applicable to teaching,. conside`rable bodies of data must
be reeValuated, foeused, translated, and tnolded into an essentiallydifferent context. Rather than resting at the point of making ;reseatch
reports readily accessible, NIE has directed the separate ERIC
clearinghouses to commission from recognized authsrities information
analysis paperS in specificareas.In additidn;>- as with all feder: I educational information efforti,
ERIC has aS one of its primary goals bridging the gap between
educational theory and actual classroom practices. One method of,
achievini that goal is the

development by-the ERIC Clearinghouse im\Reading and
Communication skills (ERIC/RCS) of a series otsharplyfocuSed booklets based on concrete echicational needs: Each booklet

provides teachers with the best
educational theory and/or,resea&h or;

a limited topic. It also presents ,descriptions of classroom activities .

which are related to the deserib'eti theory and assists the teacher in
putting this theory into practice.This idea is not unique:Several

educational journals and itrany coth------7---
inerdaFtextbooks provide teachers with similar aidS. The EgIC/RCS
bOoklets arp unusual tn their sharp focus on an educational need and
their blend of sound academic theory with tested clissrooin practices.



And they have been developed because of the increasing requests from

teachers to provide this kind of s&vice.

Topics for these boOklets are recomniended by the' ERIC/RCS

National Advisory Conimittee..
Suggestions for topicsv be considered

by the committee should be directed to the clearinghouie.
; Bernard O'Donnell

Director, ERIC/RCS
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Based on Aheir school experiences, 'many stUdenti view writing aSlimited tO .utilitarian . ends: writing:to please
a ..teachef or..to..'paSscompositian Course...They often perceive little inherent -value..in *their

writing. *FrOrn experience.in . teaching autobiography,
roemOr; -andverbal portrait to college and*high schOol.studentS,- I .have.',distOVered

that many students recogniA SOmeinherent Value inWritingitsed as a.
.

means of understanding
thernselvoS.otothers.There . are three theoretical

.planes that intersect toAlluminate theprocesi of understanding..self thrOUgh I writing..:Theory fof aut'obiog-
. why; memoir,"'and

portrait' writing (referred to:hereafter as *My, writ-.
ing). delineates.&riters'-. Melhodk of using details, of 1.experfeneef...to.portray self;

soCial=scieOce theory:siiggests different charaCteristics Ofself; and theortof the coMpOsing
process,.:provides a 'framework 'for, underitanding the irafious stages writers gefthrough in writing:about,

.

.
.

or the purposes .O# this ..bOoklet, Li.jam
Aipulating.the-follOwing.clefinitioos: autobiography . reCOunts experieoces., %`vhicir,

.portray *.thewriter in,' the past;, memoir recounts experienceS which portray- another *person 4.Thom tlie writer' kneW: in the 'past; and-portrak portrays-a.person' witorp thewriter knows io the present. AS defined, the.eMphasison portraying oneself or another perSOn through concrete detail:pOSes anroNerii- of ' length Students cannot be :expeced to portray, in A.
.:

full4ength autobibgra0y, inemoir;:orportrait,: all: Of 'their :own;mother's, previous experience. Portraying ..experiences in concreteletail in a- relatively. short papershowing .oneself, or another person,ehaving, thinking, and feeling rather:than simply giving the. reader ,4atal6g offacfsreqUires some focuS orfaTarticular. time period or setf experienceS7 In writing
the"Phase"-autobiography,-as suggested byimes Mo'ffett,1 Students choose a.partieular phase, or period ofothne,Oleic was important in the studmis' .own developMent or self7detiol-M: for OMR*, a.. visit to -.a.ther

neighborhood, town, city, or -untry4tiuringwhietirtheir previous valtieS; Ideas, or self-coneeptsTg 'challenged by a strange world: By limitinglocus, students . goyand suyerfiCial resumeS-.91 events and 'instead
pqrtray. those .be-
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,-..haviors that guggest.the charaEteristics unique to theindividual. .-

. In, all three of these formsabtobiography, memoir, and portrait
. stndents Attempt to capture the natu'retor eskence of self. Those few
critics who have developed a tlieory pf autobiography or memoif base
much of their discusSion on this diffiEult concept; "self." The concept
transcendsthe merely statistical or drcumstantial (age, weight, sex,
height, occupation, school.) and encompasses characteristics of
personality, needs, values, self-concept, .social role, a vast array of
intangibles that are manifested in behavior. Althbilgh a writer may

, explicitly describe these intangibles, it is the concrete details that best
"signify" selfhood.(to use Henry James's term), Writing AMP therefore
involves portraYing charact4stics of self through details 'of dialogue,
'appearinice, nonverbal behaiior, and expressed thoughts and feelings:
Just, as one comes to know a stranger by observingthat person's
behavior, so the reader comes to know the subject of AMP by "hear-

,

,

ing " observing, empathizing with that stibject. For example; When. a.
portrait writer in the New York Times Maguiihe cicaracterazes Vetróit
baseball itcher Mark Fidych as ','flaky," "existptial;1".:romantic,"
the reade
ing. c 's -unusual behaviors on the mound, his blunflanguage, his

still wants the writer to flesh:out these. descriptors bi show-

comments About the world at large; 2
This does not necessarily mean that students must begin with iucas

about self and rhen "stow, don't tell" these ideas through cbncrete
detail. The proceSs May Work in reverge.-Because students often tend to
think about themselves or others only in terins of aCtual experienees,
they may begin by recording 'a lot of experiences, observations, or
fecollections and, only after writing all of this down, may discover-sortie'
ideaS about:the self.. .

lig addition to portraying self through concrete experience, students-
writing AMP'are engaged Also in the act of reflecting on their past
selve, or on other persong,In order to understandthe iiaturebf the self,
they must stand back and consider. the meaning Of e*perience in terms
of self. TIL: readerhecomes a,witness to thewriter'S''acti!of reflecting on.:, .
exPerience in terms of the writer's own vAlUes, peed's., aspiiations',
ideals. As Porter ind Wolf note in their teitbook, "autobiographyat iis
best ought to reveal what it feels like tobe the person who is wrifing.r3

Many students often have little OP portunity *o stancFbaek and Teflec
on experience in 'a formal manner. They are daily "hortibardekwith '''

.entertaininent and information, by mecii'a which require little reffeetive_
'. thinking beyond immediate, supeificial.:Exporiefice.- -Moreover; as -..--'.. . . .

found in one study of different modes o(Stiidents' la:iguage use in,high :
',.. school classrooms, students engagod iri httle.refleetive thin.king; most
' of their classrooln- language use yas devoted to information giying.4

Saturated,with dataand irandate& by entertainriient. students may,
find it difficult to put all of this stimulyon intO the perspeeiive of Per-

. r, . .
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,
sonal meaning. In contrast, sucii nineteenth-century writers -as

.
1

Thoreau leisurely philosophized ab Alt even the most. insignificant '
aspects of daily Hfc:

.

. .
Most student'. do not vit:w, their awn or Others' e:;cpericnce in.

symbolic, philosophical terms. They tend to retlecteon thentselves or
'others onlywhen facing a crisis: challenge, suscess, failure, illness, or
death. Because the self §eeins to come intsharper focus. during these
ek eriefices, they often serve-as the basi or writing AMP: The death of -
"grandfather sets off reflection about-his unique qualities; a mcither's

success stimulates reflection.abotit hei aspirations and drive; the recol-
Jection of moving arid adjuSt'ng to a tOtally ifferent place,recalls a past
self coping With change-Thoosing and f cusing on these specific ex-,. ,, ,.periences is,an important stage of writing MP.,

Social-science theory andf portriYing chartacteristics of self . '
Social-tcience theory provides a nut*er of interesting insights into

the hatutie of sdf. It ttempts to explain 'riiiit ohly how,' humans are
unique but also.how t1ê y are similar. It therefore Provide§ some under-
standing,of writettempts to portray self both as unique and as
shvec' by gropp rtorms .

.

Psyc hologists who..slu the -ego indicate that the" bonsistency of a*..
perscas tiel,airioral sqle s ests: certain characteristics of self. By, ..

tepeafing czrtain types of behaviar, the writer, suggests that ttiis,
be!..tvioral style is Chiaracteristic of thesubjeci. In researching material

far a pha'te autobiota,phy, Students may detect certain bellaviors that
recur in different- episodes: for exri'ple, a tendency tt; Iaunch
impatiently into a project, witHout thinking it throagh. This suggests4
two important faci for portraying self,: the style or manner df behavior
and the degree of consiglercf of h "tat style. . .

; 2 .
. --zi

The writer does more simply choose certain behaviors +hat
.. portray self. The wriler show the- person speaking, acting, thinking,

.a id ddydreaming in- a certaiirconsistent manner. The fact that a
pk:son performs particular:duties'on ajobipay Suggest Izss'about that
person's self.than does the/unique manner in which sheior he performs
those duties. /

People alsa change ,their behdvior in response to diffkrent circum-
stances, roles, social, expectations. and 'group norms. In son: -ircurn:
Aances they bwome quite angry, while in other circumstaueSI'leY are
cal ; in some situations they are nervous and withdraWn, hile in

understand
portraying

.
ate networks
ariation and

at ers they a :e confident and outgoing. Though trying to
s ch variafion can be exasperating is essential t
itniqueness... .

Social psychology arid miciology have mapped out elabo
of, social -contexts that are partially responsible for,the
complexity of a person's behavior. Writers of AMP use different social

.20
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relationships, cv91\,-- Or setting's to show .how a parson's style of
behavior varieslir re tains' constant across these, dif ferent contexts. In
writing'AMP, stwlent. therefore attempt to develop the self as a mirror
of people and pine*, r yealed through relationships.

There kre also imaginative and subconsc.ious aspects of self. Psycho-
atiajytie theorists have describ(,yd ilintasy ;an d dream as means of coping
with 'reality atti expressing subcensciouS tlieds and desires. Writers
often tise..a persorgs.daydreamsidealized versions of self that arieet
against its more realistic versionsto poriray.that person's needs.or
desires.

The self is also Constantly evolving, developing 'through various
. . .

seages. Ve psychologists asse't that.we an proceed chronologicany...

through!the variousrstages of development in cognition; spcialization.
personality, moral reasoning, .and language and that eaa stage is
prerequisite to the next. . .

lo

.
Writing about past behavior from thy perSpective of the xesent may .

createa conflict betWeen the earlier dc4elopmental kvel ado ttie It vel of
development reflected in the Writer's preserit perspective. This cinflict
is most apparent when .adults rite aboutc.vhildhood experiem.es. For
.example. a student. writes about a moral di. emma-:whether Jr not to
defend an unpopular causeencountered at ,tgz 1,,.e.ive and again at.
ag. thirty. The differences between the reasons given for failing to
dcfenii thepirseat age twelve (fear of being ridiculed by friends) and
for defencling thq cause at 'age thirty (belief that the.cduse' was just)
dramatizes the.differeitccs betweeudevelopmental sages, rev,ealing the
self as evolving in a partisuitti. difet.tion. . .

.The'self also develops in accordana,and ih.conflict, with cultural
values. The adolescent self.has be..in partially shaped by cohnict with .

'traditional values. iNomen's autobiographies often describe an initial
period'of socialization acording to traditional, male-oriented cultural
vadties, followed by. a réjection".of these values and an ernerging
'redefinition of self. . ...

. .
Dtfferences between autobiography. memoirs and portrait,

WiIile autobiography, memoir', 'and portrait each involve the portrayal
Olsen', they differ- impurpose, foctts, and difficulty. The most Obvious
difference is fiat autobiography focuses on.the writer, and memoir and
portrait focus en others. Some students'inay be far) more objectivein
writing about someone else than in writing about themselveS and.may

.prefer the rnetticir and port:-..it forms.. Older students may be More
likely than younger ones are torecognize differences between their own
pagf and present behavior, 'they may even perceiVe themselves as a
series of distinet versions.,. 6s James ,Olney suggests in his 'theoty','Of
auoobiographyt the -fact .that memory:brings "back some things,
neglecting other things . '. . seems to /hrgtte that selfhood is not

.
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continuous: for it' brings,up one self here .and anoti er self there, 'and
they are not the same at one mother." . .

Memoir (writing about someone 'in the past) dif ers from portrait
(writing about someone in the present) in that stm1 cuts usaally have
more direct access tp the .subject of a portrait: they/ can interview the
subjeet of a portrait, while they Must depend more ofi their memories ih
writing about, someone in the paSt. As with phase autobiography,
mernOir writing is Most Successful when it focuses on specific events or
ipcidents representing character.istic behaviors. Students may rixall
some of their .own pre ious experiences with their, lubjeet. or the.y may
attempt to reconstrUct those .experiences 'from interviews with the
person and with others who knew that person. In some cases, 'students 4'

write memoirs about.the.'past self" of uperson they stilt know in the
present. ,.

Because stddents ean draw on a lot more cbservational data for
`Writing portraits thaff for writing.memoirs, portraits telid to be focu'sed

.less often on, specific eventS than itfe autobiography Or membir and
More ofted on the person's 'behavior in variotts circumstances. For
example, a sew:lent writing a portrait'of a social worker could foIloW the
stibject a'rounci, on and off the job, and could interview him or her at
length. The student thus would gather observations of thaiperson's
.behavior in various situations7behavior which suggests tho social
morker's unique personality.

,

Theory of the compOsinik process
.- ..In writing a phase dthobiography, Memoir, or portrait, student :. use
a number ot' writing Skills,. These skills are hest understood in the con-

:text 'of cvorent iheory of the ..omposing process as defined by such
educatcrs as Moffett( Macerorie, Elbow, 'Emig, and Murray.6 These
thec.ists reject the traditional textbook moctels forgood writing, whith
!'ocus students' atterition on the product rather than on the complex
process of composing. Based on ahalysii of students'. acural wrking
behirvior, theY have outlined various stages of the writing process.
These include prewritiv: free writing, jOttitig, discussiOn,,researching,

-%
transcribing, dictating, reflecting: writing drafts: 'formulating,
organizin4, sttaping, diticulating ideas or experiencesi and Breparing
final copy: detailed focus oe such '.details as .wording, sentence
structure, spelling, ond appearance. In the prewriting dnd initial
drafting stages, students may be less codcerned with audience and
more Oncerned with shaping 'content, while, in the final stages, they

. may be conferded wall audience and with minor Aspects ofeform... ;
The' actlyities suggested in the practice . secticin of this book

encourage studedts to streteh the writang of AMP into different stages,
with different activities at each stage. Instead of first r.thinking of
everything they want to portray about self and then °sitting down and

0
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writihg aldraft, students are encouraged to develop their thinking
recoll4tions, observations, and inferencesin free writing, journal
writing, or jottings and, 'in the process, discover their iner.ning. They
then have extensive written material, some of which they may develop.
into a first drdft.

Justifying ANII! as part of a writing instructiow program
The question is often asked. "WJatdoesihihighly persunal iiiiiig

eontribute to a writintelass,aen mist .students have difficulty dearly
expressing flick ideas?" Two assuniptions Underlie this question. The
first is that writing instruction might to stick to expository writing. 'The
second is that writing AMP does not involve.the arficulation M ideas.

Clearly, subject matter need not dictate the mode c.f expression:
AMP can involve any of the kinds of writing in which stt.dents should
be competent (expository, persuasive, expressive, narrative)..Moreover.
while the content may be personal, the proegs IS the same, regardless
of n link,

The procases which serve as.bases for the activities suggested in the
practice section are basic to moit writing tasks. Free writing, journal
writing,.and other prewriting activities develop ideas. Specific experi-
ences or examples are lised to illuslrate ideas. Research, obseçvqtion,
and interviews arc conducted in order to develop materi4Behavior
must be reasonab y explained. Experiences must be organ'Yzid. Revis-
ing stfategies are used to change, reformulate, or edit the writing.

Students also engage in procosses that could be defined as unique to
the narrative or expressive 'modes. (While the activities in this booklet
conce7 writing about actual persons, many of them may also be:used
in -cleating fictional characters.) The writer of AMP essentially is
retelling past `and present events that constitute a rslice" of a person's"
life. Successful retelling, That engages or enfertains the 'reader, requires
the careful selecting and ordering of information to create a suspense-
ful, tiritmatic.narrative. Paralleling the processes of characterization in
fiction, AMP w;ithig depends on dialogue, desciiption, arAi behvior to
portray self. These and other processes based on literary conventions
both reflect and carry,over to the development of literdry competence.-

1 1
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'

.

The adtivities which follow build un a sequence of skills leading to the
. final writing of a phase autobiography, ajmemoir, ar a portrait. The
first sectijn, "Discussion: Introduction to. AMP,' focuses on Methods
for portraying self: techniques of ObservIng and ponrOini behaviorS .
characteriitle of self, as well as changes in those behaviors from past to

. present. The next section, "Choosihg a l .11',c," suggests /Os in which
students can limit their focus to specific' events or experieNces that best
portray self. "Researching" follows, suggesting methods .of, free
writing, observing, interviewing, and reminiwing. The final:section,
"Writing Drafts," outlines methods for snizing material, evaluOting
preliminary work, and coping with problekAtadents of.ten eiatifront in 4
writing drafts.

While these activities are designed primarily for high sChool anct
college students, tile teacher can vary, the level of sophistication of the
activity oretdelete activities according to students' Sage, maturity': and
writing ability.

DISCUSSION: INTRODUCTION TO AMP
What Is the NI? - --

The purpose of thesc initial discussions on the nature of the self is to
help students appreciate tne fact _Olaf haman beings are complex
Creatures who are difficult _to understand and even mere difficult td
ponray in, writing'_Nlanl students, taking their cues from current
how -al-to books_onchieving self-awareneis, self-actualization, or ken-
understanding, assunie that one can "discover" a "real self" simply by
follcifing the directions of a m:..ster or guru. By appreciating the
complexity of ihe individual, students are more likely to be skeptical of
superficial attdpirts to portray self, and they may be More willing to
proi,e beneath stereotyped self-concepts or conceptions of others.

lf these initial 'discussions are conducted in an open-ended, non-
dirested manner, they-may also *serve to' establish close relationships
between stutients, relationships that are imPortant for later disCussions--
and for peer evaluation of writing., .
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The d'iscussions begin with students introducing themselves by
stating sdch information as age. place of birth, height, weight, address',
and coutses taken 01 school and then discussing how much this
informatibn conveys about the self. I ask them aboutthe usefulness of
this "vitaAsheet" data in understanding the nattge of the individual.
Many students say that it iS insufficient, because it conveysnothing of
the unique personality, behavioral style, or values that suggest self. We
then try to list kinds of..information that do suggest .unique character-.
istics of a self. For example, one group listed:

adjectives that htst J.escribe self; adjectives that do not deFribe self,
behavi6rs, hobbies7Mdingtr rhe'clia interests,.-possessions
ten'th:ngs about oneself of whicli onejs- proud,.or ten things that are
most *portant: ten things of which one is not proud, or ten things
that arv.not impOrtant 7
an obituary noting those things for which one wants to be remern-

red
draWing or photo, irkeluding a descriptive caption, of oneself en-

gaged in' a favorite activity
several sayings, ideas', or opinions that best represent ones per-
Sonal philosophy

Students then discuss how successfully this information could be used
to suggest .various, aspects'. of self. They may recognize that their
assertions about themseoften quite differer %. froth their
behavior. Some information may stigie-st-ne afive dspects of self which
.they would prefer notl tei disclose. PhotOgra'phs rawings present
quillitatively different information. Eurther, students ma lize that
this information conVeys only a static portrait, rather than a sTTp f
self as existing with others over a period of time.

Students often assume that self is defined in a ,vacuuth=that by
breaking away from the world in order to "be oneself," one disCovers
the real self. This ideu lhas some validity, kit it is naive about the

.nature of the self as a social being. By discussing self-concept as
influenced by other people's conceptions', students may Understand,
that s'elf is.also defined or shaped by a network of social rglaiimiships.

From these discussions, students may derive a notion of the self as
complex4 as complicated by disparities between self-Concept and
behavior, outer and inner selves, and variations and inconsistencies
across social relationships.

.%)

Portraying self through behavior
It is also important' that students appreCiate the need to describe

behavior in order lo portray self: They must remember that they are
communicating their ideas to a reader, and the reader uses the details
of behavjor to make inferences about the individual. Concrete Cletails

I
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are often more easily understood than abstractions. ..

Students need to think about their readers.' In one activity designed.
ik,to help sttadents understand the reader's reliance on concrete detail to

comprehend self, one student tries to-communicate ideas about some-
one to another student. The other student reacts as to'Which intdrma-
tionabstraction orconcrete detailis most helpful in understanding
the ideas. In most cases, ri is the details.

. ,
I qlso ask studentk to decide which of different types of cues is most

helpful in-untierstanding a person. For example, a kudent says, "In
the past, Joe was a hard-working, dedicated, achievement-oriented
student." In discussing the meaning of such general descriptors from
the point of view o., a reader interested in understanding, it is often
apparent that such phrases do not adequately portray. self. Several
students may conce've of themselves as hard working, but they may
differ in the degree t which they are, id fact, hard Working. I then ask,
for reasons for the differing understandings of this concept. Students
may note that they disagree about the Imeaning of hard work*
because each has a different set of previons experiences with, and
assumptions_about, hard work. We discuss the fact that, in order that

,-, the.reader understand the writer's meaning, the writer needs to use
those concrete_cletails of experience that convey the meaning the triter
intends for tl-te concept of hard'wDrking. For example, a writer mav _

- begin an autobtotraphical.sketch with: "I would usually get up early in
the doming, ftill.of plans and schadules for every minute Of the day. No .

time Ilfevasted energy. Ai I looked in the mirror, I asked myself, do I
look busy?" We d'Acuss how a reader makes inferences about the
individual in this description. A studentwho infers that the writer wag
obsessed with work is asked how the details in the sketch communicate
that obsession. The inference depends upon, the,assumption triat the
behavior described is.characteristic. of obsession. Asking for reasons for
uch inferences can lead to a discussion of the assumptions involved.

The following'chart can be tfsed to illustrate the reader's tilt...of
concrete detail in Making inferences about the self.

/ .7inferences about*self
1 ...-- _

writer 4; reader.
!assumptions about assumptions about

I relationships between 'I relationships between
rlf and behavior

> concrete ctetails: k.--'-'---
\l/ self and behavior .

i bebaviors
appearance
speech

4 thoughts
feelings'
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Students may be given some written descriptions of. chal-acters or of
Sctial persons and asked to note those -details they use in making
inferences about the characters or persons:Some bits of information

.

speech, for example7-may be more revealing than apPearance. First
impressionsaPpearance, dress, speechmay prove to'be unrelialk,
as other information is revealed..The manner or style of b,ehavior may
suggest more about the self than does the behavior itself.

Improvisation can be used to focuslhe discussion on the use of
specifie cues. Students decide on certain situations: a meeting in the
dean's office; a sales representative trying to impress someone; a visit to
a retirement home. After acting out these situations, students make
inferences about the nature of the i-elationships portrayedintimate,
subservient, forinal, tenseand the roles or personalities assumed:
They then describe the specific cues they used to make these inferences,
the reasOns for their inferences, and the underlying assumptions about
behayior and self. Disagreenient about the meaning of eertain cues
further illustrates the eomplekity of the process of uriderstanding self.

The final discuSsion topic focuses on the idea that specific incidents
.ommunicate a sense of self. Students attempt to describe people'un-
nown to the group, in terms of incidents.that illustrate characteristic
ehaviors. Often. a series of these incidents reiterates certain consistent

; qualities.For-example,' the ,fact that a person i consiStently late,
regardless of the occasion, reveals more about the individual than
would only one incidence of tardiness. Students tben discuss hog
particular incidents suggest one side Of a person while other incidents
suggest a different side.

Bringing in guest speakers and having them talk about those
experiences ln their lives, that influenced their careers, values, or
philosophies can dramatize the role of key incidents in determining
self.

These discussions of the ways in which specific behaviors and
incidents reveal character are helpful when students inW develop
criteria for selecting information that best portrays self.

Problems of reiollection
In researching background for writing autobiography or Memoir,

students often have difficulty trying to recall sPecific details from previ-
ous experience. When they cannot recall all of the details, thel must be
willing to suttimarize or substitute approximate recollections in then
writing. However, some degree of accuracy in recall is important. W(
therefore discuss the selective bias of memthythat as current mood
attitude, experience, or -state-o&mind shifts. so certain memories ail
evoked or blotted out.

Two studies of the memory process suggest some 'techniques, fo
im,p,Tring recalP"One 'study found-thae when subjects were asked t =
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recdgnize pictures of former classmates, they were far more accurate in
reéalling names than they Were ivhen .asked to recall names without
,benefit of pictures.8 This suggests that old photos, yearbooks, letters,
newspapers, and such 'cau stinfulate c;.:rtain memories. Another §tudy
hiclicated that when subjects are in the same emotional state of mind as
that of the original experience, recall is ,improved.9 For example, being

.excited or tense can evoke membries of excitement or tension int the
past. .

, .

Mei-dories often latcur spontaneously, rather than as It result of a.
conscious cffort to remember. Thinking of 4 recent experience
involving a certain emotional state or of an object associated with it
may trigger recall of earlier experiences. Students could discuss hOw
specif stimuli or emotional states evoke past eXperiences. The short
film rank Film (available from Pyramid Filrhs) contiSns many
imagescars,/furniture, drinksassociated with different periods of
the film maker's life. After viewing a film such as this one, or.perhaps
after reading through old magazines, students could cite images that
evoked memories assOciated with certain emotional statesan old
basketball with the excitement of winning ,. -- .', for instance. -

.

Techniques of ob4ervation $

Before they begin the" research stage, students need to become
familiar with tr..hniques for observing behavior. While it requires ex-
tensive training and experience to learn the observation techniques
employed by -,psychiatristi and social--psyffialogists; students maY
sharpen their perceptions of behavior by engaging in Srte- basic
observation actiVitieS.,

Work on observation techniques begins with open-ended
Observations of people's behavior public place, such as a park,
restaurant, or lobby. Each student writes down only behaviors that are

'observable, without drawing inferencg or making 'judgments. Stress
should be 'placed oh. the use of free.Writing or detailed note taking as
means of recording observations': Students then compare their
observations, noting similarities anicl differences. After this initial,.
'description stage; they can make inferences 'abont their subjects,
discussing reasons for these judgments ind their validity., ,

Another activity applicable to autObiography is self-observation:
describing one's appearance or behavior in a given situationi:A photo,
mirror, of videenape is a helpful aid for noting details, of behavior!'
Students tl!n compare their self-descriptions with other students'
descriptions of the 'same iMage br behavior, discussing reasons for
differences in pet'ception.
' Recalling their hackground discussicons about changes in behaVior,,
due to changes in context and about the unreliability of fikt
inipressions, students try to observe themselves and-others M different
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circumstances and at different times. For example,- Students sit in
student-lounge and make careful observations of students they do not
know, prompting certain inferences-. Then, after fUrther observations '
in different contexes or at a later time, they modify or amplify their
initial inferences.

'IVis also helpful for students to share their inferences as much a$e;
pc,ssiblP. Not -only should they realize the relative perspective of
own ci.,ervatiOns, but they also may learn- to appreciate the-vabie or--
others' perceptions. They`niny then become !pore willing seelcont
others' percePtions to supplement their own. ---

After students demonstrate their ability to-observe behavicir, they
may focus their attention more selectively on particular behavioral- ts
attributaciand processes: speech, nonverbal behavior and appearance,
thoughts aneeelings, 'change and development; and perspective.

-Speech. One of the most salient characteristics of self is speech.
Listeners make judgments about people within seconds, usinkspeech
cues; readers'depeqd heasIly on dialogue in making in ferences'about
characters. In writing'AMP, students need to know how to use dihloguv
or deserip Owls of Speech behavior-to portrayself.

Studenti-- it...ay examine the relationship -between sptech .and
personality by '-disdussing how nip identify friends :by their speech
patterns: aspects of style, registerNialect, enunciation. They also can
improvise different converptional situations nikohserve the speakers:
degrees of consistency. By reading some fictionll dialogue or a tran-
scriptof their own convesation and discussing the use of dialoyne cues
in making inferences about tir speakers, stndents may becoCejaware
that underlying these infefences are certaitt assumptions ;about
speaker/speech relationships, assumptions often reflecting stereotypes.

' of speech behavior;.for ex-Anple, that someone who speaks sloLly is n'ot
very bright. N,

Based on these discussions, students Write different sets of dialogue:
. that portray friends or Qc ional'characters. A tape recorder or nofe-
taking Can be usW for4r nscribing or quoting- others, aff important
skill for memoir or portrl writing. -In cases which require recollection
of past conversations, stu4Lents can probably approximate dogue
based on the nature of the r lationships they want to portray. . .

In transcribing, or ftanslating speechinto written dialogue, students
need to Work op the use of pauses, rhythm, tone of voice, emotional
state, irony, interruptions, and listener reaction. It is often helpful to
discuss the use of these elements of dialogue to Portray cla4Cters in
fiction. ,

Appeardn'ee and notverbal blzavio.r. In writing about oneself or
others, details of appearance or of nonverbal behavior are highly
suggestive of certain personality. characteristics. Students obserye their

17
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oxin or others' nonverbal behavior for an extended period of 'time,
noting thoSe recurring behaviors which are characteriStic of the
individual's attitudes, feelings', backgroond, Maturity, and persOnality.
Again, it is helpful to diseuss stereotypical assumptions -about per-.

psdnality, appearance, and behaviOr.
In writing of themses or others, students often use too much

material; describing the-Person from head to toe rather than selecting
particular featurcs such as a nervous twitch, unusual dress, hair. style,
or a brisk walk. By sorting out descriptivVmaterial, they may discover
that some features are uniquely characteristic of,the individual and that

/1%...1ot of details are not necessary. Old photos can suggest distinctive
features characteristic of self in the past.

Thoughts and feeinigs. Determining a person's thoughts and feelings
is difficult, N not impossible, to do through observation. In writing
AMP, students need to imply another's internal perspective by overt
reactions to specific events, circumstances, people, or places.
One intans of illystrating the relationship between thoughts and

Jeelings and e2cternal events is to role play in experience familiar to7
Students.T.Af different points, everyone stops to reveal their immediate
thoughts and feelings-. -Then the role play is repeated without
interrnption. By Observing each other, students try to infer each other's
reactirns. They then discuss how they. would select certain behaviors to
suggest these thoughts and feelings in their writing.

Students also could work on their 'ability to empathize, in one-to-one
and small-group discussion, by tayingito accurately restate each other's
expressed thoughts and feelinks. For example, one student discusses

her resEronse tO a movie, and another student tries to restate or
uminarize that student's thoughtsand emotions. L
Change and 'development in persons.'. Understanding changes in .

personality, values, attittides, reasoning, maturity, and interests as
Manifested through Vianges in speech, appearance, or nonverbal
behavior helps students to- research their own or others' past selves.

- One activity which helps to,develop awareness of the fact of change is to
haye students compare ttpeir past and present perceptions of an event,
place, br person thai they experienced in the past: an annual sports
event, a family holiday an did school bui1ding5 an old friend. By using
the event, place, or perstm as a constant; they can note chLits in their
Own responsesthat, while a.high school football game on e seemed
exciting and significant, now.lt seems rdutine and dull, or that- a
relationship-withp-memberof. the oppoSite sek which was once strained
and distant is nowscomplex and comfortable. Once students are aware
of/changes in their responses-, they can disedgi reasons for these
changes. From these past/present cynparisons, they ay deteet those '
ieharaeteriStics that can be used to indicate change.

\
1 8\
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The 'most obvious d'evelopmental 'difference:in students -is that of
physical appearance and skill. By observing younger brOthers and
sisters or children kn an elementary school, stu.dents max recognize

Osuch behaviors as energetic moiement, frequent physical contact, short
attention spans, langhing, and shoull-ii-g: behaviors that probably differ
from their owfi: They may also detect differences-in speech behavior
in vocabularydsentence' length;,dege of abstraction, or knowledge of
Conversational cbrivehtions.

Changes in needs, values, and attitudes are pften 'reflected in choice
of conversational topics, in. media interestsd and in concerns with
family, peer group, social iife, education; and social and politiCal
problems. Older students can discuss the a'dded dimension of change in
cultural kid social values of previous decades.

Changes in perspective from past to present. In writing autpbiog- .

raphy or menioir, stu&nts may adopt the perspective of the past,
describing experience throush the eyes'of a past self. Younger students
may experience difficulty*in creating 4, different perspectiye: because
they are usuallt tonegocentric- to distinguish between present and past
perspectives. Writing from-the pesliectiVe of a past self demonstrates
how that past self perceivectithe world. By occasionally interjecting or
alluding to the present perspective, a writer may dramatiie develop-
ment from past to present self. For eximpled: a writer describes the
_world thrpugh the eyes of a ten year 'old whose naive, inquisitive,
perSpective is limited 'to a particular neighVorhood. Or a writef
describes: the experience- of adjusting to a large urban university
-through the eyeS 'of a freshman from a small rural community. The
reader should realize that the writer's Commentary represents a very
different, more mature perspective-than that of tile naive ten year old or
the inexperienced freshman.

Students may pot understand the uniqueness of their own
spectives nor that their perspectives change. An activitP- for helping
students define the unique and changing nature of their perspectives

begins with students writing responses to objects cr pictures. They. . ,

compare their, responses and. discuss the differences, noting inferences,
-association_s*, focus and -degree of interest, and' reasons for these
differences. In vieWifira-picture of a crnwd watching a football game, _

some students focus on members of the oppo-Site-sex,-while, others focug
on members of thec same sex; soirie believe that the crowd is happy-,
while others btlieve that it is unhappy. Sttidents then choose different
points in timeperhaps three years past, or five, or tenand write
about the same object or picture from their perspective at that time. By
comparing their responses from five years or ten years past with their
present responses, they ca;: infer reasons for the differences: changes in

.attiturlesvi(valuesr-interestsrlanguage-abilitr-Tensoningrsethconcept"
and other developmental characteristics previously discussed.

- .19-
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Experiencing from different perspectives
In thinking, researching, or writing, students often fail to. consider

an experience from a variety .of perspectives. Breaking. out of their
usual ways of thinking geherates fresh insights about themselves and
others. An important recent development in-composition instruCtion
has been the attempt to teach students question-asking strategies based
on heu:istic Category- systeins.. so that they learn to cohsider a topicer2---
idea from varibUs.perspectivbs.

One set of categories, developed by Lee_Weli. include s--concepts that
Most high school students canwor.k-tv:iin easily: reference to physical
context, reference to. Cauvarsequence and to time sequeffee, and
reference to change, to contrast, and to classification. i° For example,
students thinking about a person's behavior may ignore the relation-
ship between that behavior and the physical setting. Posing questions
about the context focusespn the use of physical setting and, period of
time to highlight the mciods, reactions, attitudes,, and interests
manifested by a persdn's behavior. Considering the ca.usal relatiOnships
between events encourages students to ekplore possible reasons for a
person's behavicir. Why did event A occur? Why did event A occur
before event B? Did event A cause event B to happen, or not? Forrn
example, did meeting-a girl who was interested in radio nnnouncing
encourage the student to go.into radio announcing as a career, or were
the two events merely coincidental? Was the student's decline in grades
caused by spending too Much time playing basketball, or were the
grade decline- and the basketball-playing unrelated? Students also
might consider contrasts between "detailsjor-ex-ample; in gathering
material about her past 'self. a sta4M----reviews various relationships
with clo-it friends, attempting tovdetermine the influence of those ....

relationships on self-concept. /Por each relationship, the student
considers not only the similarities between herself and otherS, but al4p
the differences. Students can sharpen their perception of contrast bY'
reading passages of characier description and noting those detaig that
could be classified as si ilar and tho.:e details that cOuld be classified
as different.

Another set of:con epts, Kenneth Barke's "pentad," can be used.to
help students cons)der different perspectives in explaining a person's
actions. The pentad consists of five concepts: agent, the person, group,

organization,who performed the act; act, the thing done; scene, the/
situation in which the act was perforined; agency, that which was used'
by the agent/to perform the act; and purpose, the reason for perfogMing
the act." /The pentad can be used to study how different people may

77:perceive:the_ same event differently. A student writing a description of
. his brother's fightint-iii ',Vietnam conceives of ,his brother as arpagent

who ,performed acts Of .:pdtriotic bravery" in a WOrldWide sceneOf:
"eneroaching comniunism," using his'superior/power and intel7

_

.
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. : ligence\:for the purpose.of "rescuing the Vietnamese." Discussing..his
writing,\he learns thathis broilter perceived the eventin quite different

- terms:In:4as being used.(aS an agency) by the gdvernment (the agent)
-.

to:per-147 acts of unwzrranted aggrgssiori:',in, a scerie of "local OA!
war," fôr tkie purpose of "propping up the Thieu regime.'

.

While: yOtinger students_ May have difficulty ..in shifting their
, perSpectives\ older students could 'try 'several explan,ations;, using the
pentad as a guide .-:However, in some' c,ases, Certain demerits.- of the
pentad .are...o.tted. A student writes' about,- a past ,self,, selling
magazihe's,after\ school, trying to earn enough m.dnei'.to gO to. college,
a.a1 ornits.any diScUssion of the scene ("everybody went to. college in niy,

....

high school") or Of hie ide$'of being-used as ah agency by the magazine
,distributor. Ofteri, students fail to consider purposes -for the self's
action: in 'Writing .:a portrait of a friend, a student may. carefully.

'.. research vthious ncts,-:considering the relationship between the acts,°.
'Alit scenes, and the agencies,i,but ma., fail to . expiore an.y:purpoSe-.
behind these avs. . :'. ' :

Students can also broadi,m the seoPe or!' their perspecfives by cOnceiv,
ing .of experience from a 'Philosophical point of view,considering its
meaning orsignificance. While they may not be acoustomed'to pdsing
such, quesfioni (defining experience .in terms of suCh Jarger philo-
sophical issues as the meaning of life .and 'death, the ul(iniute value cf
life,' the i.tstification Of moral or religious principles,' or the nature of'
fate) stack its often Confront suCh issues in writing abo'ut, for eiamPle,

.

". the death Of grandparents or the ethical imPlications of thpir own or
0 'others'. behavior. The dangti here is-that students may...end up writing

didactic treatises similar to the ,"spiritual" autobiographies and bio-
graphies of the eighteenth and nineteenth centurie

z. .

id. .
/

.- Readidg.AMP
In reading full-length examples Of AMP, students- witnesS the sells

extensive development through diffetent phases. Some of the more'
. popular examples include. I .Know .WIT the aiged _Bird Sings,. Maya

. Annelou; North towards Home, Willie Morris:-A Walker it City,
Alfred liazin; Bound for GlOry. Woody Gutbrie; Black lk:'. eaks,

Lipti2,,

John G. Neihardt; Memoirs of a Catholic. Girlhoo.;1, MarY -MCCatthy;
Blackberry Winter, Margaret Mead; One Day. When I.Went. Ja'mes-,
Baldwin; Mafichild in- tlie ProMised Land. Claude Brown; Speak.

' Memory, Vladimir NabokoW, An Unfinished Woman, Lillian Hellman;
The Strawberry Statement, James Kunen; AutobiograpIty of Malcolm

..:. X; Tbe Waylt, Spozed to Be, James HernclonC Making It., Norman
/ Podhoretz; Don.'t Fall offtheMountaN, Shirley MarLaine.

In readingthese and other selections, students-may compare some of
their own experienees with thpse 'of the writers, 'noting the extent to

.
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. which the writer§ developed particular experiences Or episodes in their
- ' . . . .

.

.. There are ,alsO anthologies. of short autobiographical essays. or
... memoirs, fonexample, Gi-owing Up in AnieIca by Robert Rosenbaum,

that could be used to study the form of the/Phase autobiography or
:. memoir.: .If exampld of' phSse aufobiographies are not readily
available, short stories may serve as useful substifutes, particularly
those that portray a single character. Because stuténts often assume
from their. previoUs Writing_ .experienée, that autobiography writing
consists of 'exposition .about oneself; the short story can be used to.
illustrate techniques of dialogue, character, setting destmiption, or
'narrator commentary. 1 .

While students usally have read many exaffiPles of portrait!' in
pop'ular magazines, they may not have, been cognizant of soine of the
.characteristics,of portrait writing. The quality of portrait writing vai'.es
considerably, depending on-the magazine, the length of 'the portrw t,
and _the intention Of the writer. P ThOrtraits in e New York Timid

\
Magazine (grene 113,4size in each issue), .qa(per's, The Atlantic, The
Ne,w Yorkor',. an M's.. are usually well w itten. Portaits in news
magazines, although well. Written, tend to e limited in focus and

t
depth, highlighting behavior relevant to cu ;rent events. Portraits in
celebrity, gossip, movie, romance, and manyi teenage magazines t end
to.,.exploit the person's name or image 'for Purposes of promOting a

. mcivie, record, or book or to- focus on sensatiOnal or bizarre-aspect; of
the person's life.

Students can study techniques used .by the professional writQr 'of
, o ANPP: interviewing both the subject and People who know the subject;

shadowing the person in school or on the job; researching biogrhicai
information; portraying.behavior, speech, values, and ideas through
.the person's rela'ionships wifh others; and giving personal commentary
or resPonses td,the person.
, Students,could also watch some short documentary-films that _focus

ortone personI.F.Stone's Weekly, Portrait of a Television Newsmin,
Antonia=noting the 'use of interViewing, th,e use Of the perscn's

, voiceover commentary about their 6wri. Or others' behavior, and the
degree of objectivity in the filming. . .

In reading AMP, students should try to discover what James Mc ffett
calls the controlling idea, defined is the .writer's idea about the self,

. communicated through experience-l-that the self is powerful, naive, or
insightful; o that the self learns from experience; or'fhat one's actions
may conflict with one's ideals. This controlling idea serves as the basis
for the writer'sselection and emphasis of information. Difficulty.in.dis-,
covering the controlling idea signals lack of .information..or faulty '
organization.of material by the writer.

Students also can discuSs the writer's. attitude Adwafd the self,'

22
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.

anotl?er irnpoilant deterniinant fpr selecting and.emphasiiiig informa--
tion. Even portrait writers; who may' be suppoSed to .take a .ientral
stance toward their sUbjectsi. are influenced by attitUde.. Students
should note which cues suggest attitude=the. -USe of judgniental
language,. derogatory inforptition, or other tylistic choices. Examples
of the relationship between slyie and attitude can. be found in Walker
Gibson's Persona.12 .

In nranrcelel;HtY" autobiographies or /*traits; the writer assumes
a one-sided attitude, treating. the information uncritically. Becauie
students.generally.take a positive.attitudeloward their past Selves and
toward subjects of memoirs and portraits, they need to recognize, the
difference between% a totally, positive attitude, blind to any shortean-
ings. asid a More honest, prObing, critieal attitude:

CHOOSING A TOPIC
Choosing a_ subject for a portrait

_ In seleding a subject for a. portrait, students should choost someone*
they know well Or someone lvtio will be willing "to 600perate fully. A
formal agreement should bc Made that derogatory material will not'be
included and that only designated people will read the;portrait. This
does not necessarily mean that the student must portray the person only
in glowing terms, but, unless an understanding is reached; the Subjeet
may be unwilling to cooperate.

The a vantage of .writing about someone 'whom- the student knows.
well is t at there is ample material from previoUs experience to draw'
upon; e disadvantage is that the student may have difficulty standing
backAfom the relationshi/Pand writing' froM a detached perspective. 14
de ding.on s6meone Whom they do, dot knoW well, students should not--

cessarily assume from their reading of published Portraits that they
need' to dhoose someone of importance.- The essential consideration is
the" person's:willingness to cooperate; often, important people are Soo
busy or too preoccupied to spend much'time talking with a student. -

Choosing a focus for autobiography or memoir '
. Students should be aware of 'the need,to limit the focus Of an auto---

biography or memoir to a partieular phase, time period, or recurring_
'behavior, in Ordertto fully develop their Material. It- may be useful to
make a list of- iMportant events that have oecurkil orr a lifetime or to
draw a "life line," noting high points and low points,, and then to
further' consider those experiences.

It is helpful also to/narrow the choiee to a particular time period-7-a
vacation trip, a school year, a summer job, 'an eventful Weekend-6i to
a particular placea- neighliorhood, a sehool, a. house. These dimen-

hould- be chosen for a specific reason: to portray an important
?tionship, a challenge'to self, a change in behavior, dbirtfi; a death,

23
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a per onal problem.
. ,,,-

0 e variation'is the "series" autobiography or memoir. Students
wri about a set of related experiencbs occurring at different points in
ti ea recurring problem, an anmial ceremony, a set of relationships.
Another optiOn is for a group of'stUdents to collaborate on a.composite, .

- memoir of o e person they all knew well. k ,

.
1

RESEARCHINGAMP
Hwiing cho en alopic, students can begin tc research. Much of this
consists of I various preweting activitiesfree writing, discussing,
interviewing, .renliaise:ng, observingTin ordc.. to gathe: as much
informatiol as possible.

. ,

Free writing ae a method of re arch
One of the most effectiv research methods is the use of free writ-

iDgspontaneo s, fre sociation writing. 0,1V of several variations of
free writi s sim y too write as `rqpidly as possible for short tiMe-
periods, without concern (or sentence completion, punctuation, or
spelling. Students need to learn how to select words, sentences, or ideas
froth theii free writing to use in a later draft. A number of specific
technique for developing ideas -through free writing at. suggested by
Peter Elb w in his book Writing without Teacheri.13

Free wikting is useful for'recalling past experiences. Certain stimuli
can be used. to evoke memoriesa simple chronology of events, old
photos, objects, images, or people may evoke past exPeriences. For
example, students could visit a school; a neighborhood, or a park and,
as previously discussed, write down associations evoked by a "sense of
place." Various other stimuli help to foctis on the individualthe
person's possessions, a list of adjectives that best dekribe the person,

- or. a specific pehavioral characteristic. 1 :

A variation of free writing is to have the stue...mt recall orally, freely
-aisociating past experiences for another student to transcribe or tape
record: .

This process of freeassociation is similar to what James MOffett calls
"menu:0 writing." He suggests beginning with a free-writing experi-
ence, using a chain of memory or memory links: start with an object in
the present and-jot down past experiences associated with that-object.
This should be followed by defining a feeling or an idea whin is cernral
to the recollectionsa reason for the stuctent's choice of those partic-
ular experiences.I4

The sanie process cank.be used in researching a portrait or Memoir..
Because students generally write about someone they know well, much
of their research invblves thinking through their own experiences with.
that person and their observations, impressions, and feelings Qout
them. Getting theSe.--recollections down on paper first means that
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students will have a large amount of material before them when they °begirt, later, to select salientinformationand to organize the fir9t draft.
.Students" may need help in learning to use free association as aresearch device. Learning to associate.spontaneously begins with listingobjects, images, or experiences,of the present. Students then try todirect their associations backward in time: initials carved in a deik(present)initials on a notenote passing during a lectureJillsmiling at the notr,;fill correcting the spelling on the noteJill .criticizing the w.v.i dressfeeling irritation at Jill (past). The direction

of the memory chain suggests a theme, an- idea about the student'srelationship with Jill: the romantic associations shift quickly to feelingsof irritation over being criticized.
-

Students often list very general impressions: ':Iny uncle: friendly,jovial, crafti, conservative, popular.'"' Each of these impressions maybe used to suggest specific behaviors or experiences that,could be used
. ida portrait or memoir. itrafty: planning a surprise birthday party fortk.:my mother without her knowing about it; buying abandoned real'estateand selling it for a large profit." These examples would thin be fleshedout in further detail, iising free writing.

_Anather associative writing activity coAd be referred to asComparisOn or metaphor writing. By thinking Of emotions, objects, orexperiences w.,hich arisimilar to those described in their free writing,students may clarify their feelings. On a sheet of paper, they list vastexperiences in one coltimn and their comparisons in a parallel column.For example:

listening to my father listening Up a news broadcast
basketball games in the park 'Mechanical toy soldiersgoing out in the car for the '

first time after I got My license voyage to,an'unknown place.visiting my old school visiting a cemetery
T;nse comparisons can also be used in the final writing as metaphors toSharpen the reader's understanding of the experienceSdeoictee

°

QtlieitYpes of writing
-

There are a nurnher of other activities=somi variations offree writ-ing, some mire structured writingthat' help students developmaterial and ideas.
Dream Writing. Recording dreams in a journal, imMediately afterwaking, does not necessarily provide a lot of material which can-be usedintact, but careful interpretation of dreams does g'uggest certain fears, .wishes, preoccupations, identity themes, or relationships applicable totlie controlling idea of the AMP. For.example, a student's journal maylescribe dreams .of 'failing tests. and being reprimanded by parents,mages that suggest fear Of failure and a need to prove oneself fo 'ones_iarents. . ' /Ly ...........
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1 . .
Recording dreams also can encottrage students' interes't in writing.

As James Miller notes. "The dreams are interesting simply because of
our own deep emotional involvement in them, Discovering some sense
of foeir oblique meaning has all tfie exciterent of breaking the code of
a secret message." IS

Letter writing. Students are-often most Comfortable and self- as,sured
when writing letters. They have a firm grasp of the rhetorical situation:
they know their audience, the appropriate style. and the plirpose..By
writing letters to a past self or to tbe subject of a memoir or portraitN4te
student often is able to clarify attitudes or feelings.. Hypothetical
responses 'written from the perspective of the past self or thc other,
person help students-think about the differencei between their own.
current perspective-and that of the past or of the other person. .

Journal writing. Journal writing is helpful in developing certain
perceptions of oneselj1 and others. By writing about, speeific -daily
experiences. students often discover general characteristics Of self:
Estelle Jelinek. in teaching autobiographical writing, has used some of
the following topics as starters for journal writing: lb

Describe situation in which you felt rejected.
plk about someone you love or'someone you hate.
'Describe a skill you tried to acquire as a youngster. Did you have a

31 sense of accomplishment Or failure?. .

iscuss aspects of your personality that you dislike, worry about. or .

regard as a handiCap.
Oeccribe feelings that you have trouble exprsssing or controlling.
*hat kinds of things make you happy, angry, or depressed?

Observing oneself and others
Careful observation in conjunction with free writing is important to

the research phase. George Hillocks's Observing and Writing . an
ERIC/RCS TRIP booklet, suggests many specific 'activities and
exerciies that could be used. to help students learn observation tech-
niques. 17 .

In researching for phase autobiography: studenti neetel distinguish
between their present and past perspectives, in order t9 btlable to write
about tilt past as they experienced it. Many of tete details, feelihgs,
objects. and behaviors that were important in the past are no longer
important, and vice versq. Students could keep journal records of their
thoughts and feelings about present e,xperiences and then compare
thedi with their free writing about past experiences, noting differences
in the ways they experienced prese7t and past events. For example. a
student writing about a third-grade teacher needs to separate present
feelings about teachers from Past feelings. By thinking akid writing
aboui present teachers, the student may, realize that' conversations with
them are easY-and open. The 'fact that the student was onee afraid to
approach the third-grade teacher may suggest the development "of a

.N.

,2 6 ).
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stronger self-concept.
Another meth6d of research,is to reread books and magazines, listen

to records, or watch moviess that were popular during the period
portraye in the autobiography or memoir. This material, reflecting
the value or lads of previous years, provides a wealth of detail about

_dress, mu ic, art, media, architecture, leisure activities, politi`cal and
social ideas, and idols of a particular period. Teaching the Decades: A
Humanities A;oproach to American Civilization, a Curriculuin guide by
Brooke Workman, contains many suggestions for exploring American
values of the twenties, the thirties, and the period from 1945 to 1960,
through ctiltural phenomena.I8 For example, students who want to
write about their parents' or grandparents' lives during (he Great De-'
Oression could read SteinbeCk's Grapes of Wrath or watch a moyie
made during the thirties, This material could then be used as a memory _-
aid in talking with parents or grandparents or As background detail in
writing:

Observation of atiother persOn's behavior Should focus not only oh
specific,' observable behaviors but also on the attitudes, values, needs,
and self-concept suggested by these behaviors. (Rather than trying to
spy on subjects, it is better for students to ask permission to observe
them in an unobtrusive manner: shadowing them as they _go through
their daily routines, watching their behavior in personal interviews,
asking them to talk aboilt their experiences.) By taking careful notes,
students should be able 'to derect,behavioral consistencies that suggest
unique aspeCtsof selftendencies to speak, act, and-think in a Ceittain
manner. For exiiMple, a student may note that a friend seems to prefer
being with others to heing alone, tends to be upset by minor incidents,
often suggests activities for groups of friends, and does not care much
about personal, appearance. The validity of these observations depends
upon the consistency of the behaviors. Students need to be careful in
maki4 inferences simply on the b ts of their own observations,
however; h v can alWays chffl the bject as to the validity of the
inference.

In addition to observing behavior, students should make notes on
speciffc incidents which cotild be used later to support their inferences,
the student writing about a friend kept detailed notes of the frisild's
successful attempt to cdinvince a group to go fishing. Though reluctant
at first:the group as convinced by 'descriptions of the various types
and sizesof fish they might catch. By noting some specific dialogue and
nonverbal reactions to dialogue, th ic. student can recount the conversal
tion in detail,

Interviewing and diseugsing
Another important resear-c'h- tool involves formal interviews or in-

formal discussions w:ith others who knoW the subject: If using a tape

2
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recorder r taking notes inhibits fife person being interviewed, th
student should try to reconsteuct the conversa ion as soon as possible
'after the interview. Some of this dkcussion might be quoted directly in
the final writing: In his autobiography, When All the Laughter bied in
Sorrow, professional football player Lance Rentzel quoted verbatim
taped interviews with his parents and friends.:

With friends, ran open-ended discussion in which the student
interjectl, personal comments or recollections is less artificial than a
formal interview; .t41e latter is more appropriate for a leSs-well-known
person. However, students should peepare themselves, even for open-
ended disc'ussions. If reminiscence about the past is to touch on topic&
of interest to th'e writer, some homework is necessary in Order to be able
to cite specific objects, events, places, or people that will stimulate the
other perSon's meniory; Students may also pose questions about the -
individual's self-concepts, needs, values; interests, and style of be-
havior. They may ask for biographical information or for accounts of
experiences that bear some relationShip to the present .(a person who
enjoys his or her jobl might discuss the way he or she developed an
interest in that job). Such background information often can provide
clues to the reasons for an individual's behavior.

WRITING DRAFTS
In my experience, it is difficult to outline specific guidelines for writing
drafts. It also is difficult to dearly distinguish the free-writing stage
from the rough-draft stage. However, some general advice can' be
applied to certain prciblems which students frequently encounter.

Organizing research material
After they have completed their research, students are often over-

whelmed by the quantity of material they have gathered. At this point;
they should go back-through their material and extract key ideas or
summary statements. The -process may be facilttated by asking
questions: What am I trying to say? What do I intend to show about
this person? What is the important informrtion here? S'tudents must bet
willing to throw out any free writing which does not suggest key ideas.
The ideas often ner..4 to be developed further, usiiig' totally differeqt
materialmore free writingor using specifics from Ale original free.
writ, 1g.

Once a key idea has been definecl, the student uses-it to grganize a
rough draft. For example, a student who wrote about junior year in
high school did some free writing about a job in a fast-food restaurant:

After band practice I went in And started. One after another/toy fast
they came. Cheeseburger and. fries, cheeseburger and fries. It
started at four cd didn't stop till seven. They just kept pOring

.
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through the &ors. The manager told us to ask them if they wanted
more and to srpile at all of them. The other people just ran around and
'shouted at eackother, more fries, more cheeseburgers. And they just
kept pouring through the door. My head started buzzing. They didn't
give a hoot about pit,.

In reading back over this fre writing,- the student can extra& a key
idea: that the-pace of the job ver allowed relaxation. This and other
.yignettes, of junior year suggest a controlling idea f(Sr i phase auto-
biography: that the student's life waS totally controlled by tegimented,
routine obligations.'
-Students also can attempt to clarify their attitudes toward self. _in

some cases, it is not until students read through their writing that they
are able to recognize the attitudes reflected in their choice of details or.
information.' Theysometimes discover that their free writing reflects an
attitude quite different from the .ond they planned to convey. 'The
student who wrote about junior year had intended to convey a nega9ve
attitude: disapproval pf the failure to break out of the regimerited.roles
impOsed by others': However, this piede of writing revals an ambIgnouse
attitude. On the one hand, the student displays dwillingness to give in--
easily to others' demands; on the other hand, the selection of infornia-
tion suggests a condescending attitude toward school and job.

Sketching out the overall organization is generally not a eroblem
when students are writing about one incident with'a clear-cut chrono-
logical development. In writing about a series of incidents or relation-
shiPs, studerits must decide on the direction of the sequence, the rela-

`tionship underlying the different experiences, and the extent to which
each incident will be developed. For example, in writing about a
youthful fascination with Side.''..vs at state and county fairs, a student
recalled sideshowi attendee zr a five-year. period. The controlling

'idea turned out to be that, as years passed, the student lost interest,
perceiving that the sideshow freaks were human behkgs who were
simply trying to earn a living. The student decided to emphasize
differences between the first year's visit and the last, with some
additional information about the intervening years. to pOrtray a
gradual, change not dnly in his perception of sideshows, but in his
attitudes' toward Mher peopW. -

Organizing 'a portrait or memoir around bits and pieces of .

information, 'apparently' unrelated, is a -mere'. difficult task. One
organizational khema that helps in.sorting out this mat iai is a set of
categories re resenting different segments or aspect. s of the person's
life. For exam le, a student's observations and interview ata about a
friend are divi d into four claSsifications: classrooms, social relation-
ships at school, 'ob, and social' relationships not related, to school or
job. The studpñt. also should try to vary the material, so. that

2 9
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abStractions and inferences are tied to incidents, direct- quotes,' or
descriptión.

Selecting details
f.

Deciding on specific details to include requires further classification
of the controlling ideas. S me students are uneasy about ihrowing out
any of their research mat

t
al; they try to put it all into their first dr

Asking students what they are trying to show-about themselves or abo
other people can encotirage them to° define reasons for including o
excluding certain .data. That uestion' can also serve as a basis for
discussion in one-to-one or s ll-group feedback sessions in which the .
responses of .the teacher or the group can show the student how clearly
the controlling idea has been communicated.

-
-

Summarizing versus'expanding .

Students are often unsure about whether to summarize or to expand
material: To some degree this decision is a function of the proposed '
length; although sludents *ad, not prematurely _set a' quota on
number of pages. As Moffett points out, once the student has defined ,

some controlling1 idea, he or she can chose to portray in detail those
experiences which best represent the idea and to summarize others that
do not. 19 These.summaries often involve characterizing time periods in
which nothing significant happens,. but whiCh are necessary to the
development of background. For example: "Duiing the first week of
my vacation, it rained every day, so all I could do was sit and read old
magazines, 'Then the weather cleared. . . ." Although summary, the

--passage includes some indication of a,specific attitude which leads up
to later-experiencerand to a change in that attitu4e.

In writing-portraits, students may begin by summarizing their ideas
about the subject "The owner of tLe local diner, was best known for

'his concern .for other people" and-then fleshing out that idea with
specific examples. Or they May present sPiaue-rnater which builds

/Up to a concluding summarysetement.
Students may have problems in summarizink conversalion or quoted

commentary. Instead of giving direct quotes or even summaries of each
persOn's statements, which can be quite extensive, they could simply
.describé theyerson or the relations "My mother and my -aunt just

. did not get along" 'or " y peo e sa that his cooking was the best
in town."

Commenting
-Just.as a novelist must decide whether, and how much, to intrude as

-comm'entator on theevents in the novel, so must students decide on the
appropriateness of commenting- On past experiences or on .another

jperson7s behaviop The advantage of refraining froin comment is that

3 0
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the readeris allowed to follow the events, as they unfold, through the
perceptions of the subject. For example, a 'college student wrote of a
weekend trip with a new friend. Beginning with, descriptions of
romantic, idealistic expectations, the student, later in the weekend,: is
disappointedvnis friend ,has brougptalong a businesS:administration
text and is more .interested in reading it than in talking. As the-trip -

ends, the foolishness of those idealistic expectations has been clearly
illustrated. If the student had comniented in the beginning that, frotif -

the perspective of the present, those expectations were foolish,- the
drama of the realization would have been weakened. Prethature
ftminentary ("Had I but known") can lessen the impact of the idea
being portrayed, by "giving away ihe ending." While commentary from
the perspective of the past is. Often helpful in describing past éventg,
students should be careful to distinguish such description from
commentary made from,the present perspective.

, In writing portraits, quoting the subject directly can provide more
!information about the subject's personality than can the writer's
summary. The subjet's reaCtions should be presented with enough
cohcrete detail to enable readers to empthize with the subject and to
determine the differences between their own response to the expgrience
and that of the.subixt.

P.eer evaluLtion during aritin-g of afte
Because writing the rough draft is often time-consuming, class-time

is best spent simply writing. Once students have completed sections of
the &aft, they should seek evaluation from their peels or teacher.
Eialuation is most helpful during draft writing because it is much
easier for studentsto revise a tentative Kersiofi than one they perceive to
be finished. .

In order to provide helpful feedback, both teacher and students must
recognize that it is the writer who must ultimately make any needed
revisions. It is therefore the writir who must' deterfnine what changes
need to be made to fulfill his or her intention: Evaluation -that leads
students to recognize and articulate these necessary changes is often
more helpful thaatelling theni what changei should be made.

Responses that describe the reader's reactions to a specific section
give the student, sonie sense of' whethe(ihe reader ,understands that
secji. For example, a student ,recalls childhood in a small town,

nding to show the dead-end monotony of the town symbolically with
the image of carsendlessly circling the,phLwa*streets on Friday night.
In listenitit to the reader:s readtions, the writer. may discover that the
reader didnot understand "the sjrrnbotsm of the cars moving around the -

streets. The onus -is then on the writer t6ludge hoW, -clearly the
deScription of the cars' movement conveyed the intended impression of
monotony: The writer and the reader could discuss options for
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improvement, or the writer could come back later with a rewritten
version for further evaluation.

Judgmental feedback gives the student a definite idea of the reader's
attitude; this, in some caseS;- may provide incentive for further revision.
But tharsh, indiscriminate, or totally negative judgments may give the
impression thatthere is little hope for improvement.

In helping sWents to give useful feedback to each other, the teacher
should stress the , difference between. evaluating the writing and
evaluating the writer; students can easily ,view critical evaluation of°
their writing as a personal atfack, particularly when they wiite about
themselves. ,

Aftef rew'orking the content and organizatipn of thei drafts, 0-
students can turn their attention to matters of , editingzwording,
spelling, punctuation, sentence structure, transitionsthe final stage
of the gomposing process.

Illustrating AMP
Studenth may want ,to supplement their writing ith photos of -

themselves or others, magazine pictures or newspaper/ eadlines of the
period, samples of previous writing or artwork, drawIngs of settings or
people, ,Or even a videotape or a super-8 film of the snbjeet. In reading
.Tublished AMP, it is often enjoyable to see pictres/Of the people
described in the writing, playing the visual- desc 'pti ris against- the
verbal ones.

Disnussing what students have learned
After students have coinpleted their AMPs; 1 ey' could discuss with

kimeone.:, else, perhaps with their subjects, sdme" of the things they
/ / . /learned about themselves or; about others.' tn interesting line of --)

,questioning revolves around the self ikt,he fu r . Students who wrote 1

/phase autobiographies may predict futuif be avior by considering their
development from past, to present self: C ariing that development, .

' suggests certain consistent behavioral patt ,h that may or may not
'eoritinue in the future. Stunents may, also peculate abo4 the future

/ development of a portrait/ subject, noting hich characteristics are
.,

valid predictors. -
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